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Previous determinations of the electric dipole moment of acrylonitrile, while in agreement on the total dipole moment, showed an appreciable difference in the value of the smaller $\mu_b$ component.$^{a,b}$ The value of this component is important for intensity considerations in the THz spectrum of this molecule, which is dominated by $b$-type transitions.$^c$

We decided to update the dipole moment determination of acrylonitrile, and also of propionitrile (ethyl cyanide) by making Stark measurements in supersonic expansion. We used the Stark electrode arrangement developed in our laboratory and the program QSTARK for fitting Stark measurements on resolved nuclear quadrupole hyperfine structure.$^d$ The results for acrylonitrile show a further, significant difference in the value of $\mu_b$, while those for propionitrile, while more precise, are essentially consistent with previous values.$^e$ The evidence from \textit{ab initio} calculations and from relative intensity measurements supporting the current dipole moment determinations is presented.
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